DECISION LENS STRATEGIC GOVERNMENT
Strategic IT Portfolio Prioritization Solution
IT Project Prioritization
IT prioritization is a necessary and increasingly important mandate for Federal
agencies. Funding the most mission critical IT projects and reducing duplicative
technology is quite complex. Federal IT leaders need a solution to prioritize
and optimize projects that fully align with the organization’s mission while
identifying inefficient projects that eat up valuable resources. As projects are
further scrutinized, budgets are cut, and labor forces are reduced, eliminating
waste will be key to the success of your IT organization.

“Using Decision Lens, we
were able to reduce our IT
prioritization and resource
allocation effort by nearly
90%. The solution is much
more efficient and effective, and it enables us to

Decision Lens is a cloud-based software solution for identifying, prioritizing,
analyzing, and measuring which investments, projects, and resources will
deliver the highest returns. Decision Lens combines valuable agency data with
experts’ judgments to establish priorities in an efficient, intelligent framework.
Streamlined, automated solutions save agencies countless hours and dollars
while simultaneously providing the optimal value for your IT investments.

Michael DeAngelo Deputy CIO,
State of Washington

react to changes instantly.”

Insights Driven by Sophisticated Analytics
Advanced analytics from Decision Lens give CIOs and other IT leaders the insights needed to achieve better
outcomes in resource-constrained environments. Explore funding scenarios from multiple viewpoints,
determine optimal budget allocation, prioritize project selection based on organizational goals, and ensure
delivery by balancing resources. Go beyond the status quo of spreadsheets and legacy PPM tools to
advanced analytics that are powerful and agile enough to change with the speed of technology.

government.decisionlens.com

Impact on Success
Manual processes and spreadsheets are still the norm in most IT organizations. Sifting through hundreds of
rows of project data, trying to navigate disparate data stores, and tracking down hard copies of proposals
happens all too often. Prioritizing IT projects should be focused on ﬁnding the best value, highest impact
investments, not hunting down the information you need. Decision Lens transforms time-consuming
practices and automates the process with data-driven visualizations and optimized resources based on
powerful genetic algorithms.
CIO offices are successful using Decision Lens, despite their scarce resources, by identifying inefficiencies
and eliminating waste. IT investments are facing more scrutiny than ever. CIOs must be prepared to validate
their choices to the Office of Management and Budget and Congress, and be fully aligned with FITARA.

Would changes in strategic
priorities, timing, or budget
lead you to select different
IT investments?

Time - Your Most Valuable Commodity
Budget is not the only valuable resource that Federal IT organizations must save and invest wisely. Time
plays an equally critical factor in success. The opportunity costs of not making a decision or taking too
long to select a project can be devastating. Manual processes waste time and increase the potential for
lost opportunities. IT leaders can quickly build and compare funding and resource scenarios, gain critical
insights, then move forward with a set of investments to achieve their goals with Decision Lens.
To learn more, visit government.decisionlens.com or call 703-399-2100 to schedule a live demo.
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